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and keep sitting on it.”' 

delighted to receive your 
my work leaves much to be 

Hie fact that art is not

practicable, but I shall endeavour to improve my figure-work. 
For your information, Hr. I am not related to Miss Oliv^obb, 
Whatever a “suspicious quality of writing” may be (I question the 
sense if not the gramma^ of thisf) you shov/ it both in your article 
and your letter. Here x must desist, or I might find myself pros
trate before your altar — a sight to cheer your declining years.”

207 Montgomery Street, Edinburgh. 
And many, many more 7
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"THINGS ABE NOT VHAT THEY SE^t"

That tree looks so natural and homely now, Just as 
it did yesterday afternoon when the sun was shining on it. 
It has stood there on the far side of the lawn for generati
ons; I can remember playing under it when I was a kiddy, and 
last month I spent many a sunny Sunday afternoon in a deck
chair under the shade of its leaves. Yet, after last night, 
I wonder if it is all it seems to be,

I’d just been down the road to the post — it was 
about 11 o’clock and I’d missed the late evening, collection; 
still, I wanted the letter delivered for the next’afternoon - 
so I didn't grudge the walk. Besides, there wasn’t much 
moon, and I like - or rather liked - a walk in the dark.

As soon as I stepped off the road, and closed the 
garden gate after me, I felt there was something queer hap
pening; it was just as though I had walked into a strange 
garden, and in.closing the gate had cut myself off from every 
thing I knew. I shivered, and, blaming the cold meat we’d 
had for dinner, hurried along the path. Still, it was deuc
ed queer.

The path curves round from the gate and skirts the . 
edge of the lawn, so I thought I'd cut across the grass and 
save a few minutes. Consequently, I stepped off the gravel 
into the belt of trees which hides the house from the road. I 
couldn’t have gone two paces when I felt something tap me 
on the shoulder; thinking that it was my brother or someone, 
I turned round, but there was no-one in sight. I shrugged 
my shoulders, cursed myself for being a nervy fool, and went 
on. A minute later it happened again.

I didn’t look back this time (I dare not) but hur
ried on towards the haven that the lawn seemed to offer; it 
was then that I felt that someone was following me. I ran 
as fast as my legs would carry me fo:? that little patch of 
light which was the hall window — so :'ar away -- praying to 
the gods I'd forgotten sine? I was a child. There was a 
rustling sound behind me, and the faster I ran, the nearer it 
seemed to come; I ran on and on, until, halfway across the 
lawn, I tripped over something. in that fraction of time 
taken by my fall, I had time to take in "he whole scene - you 
know how it is. Looking up, 1 saw a gr.-at figure towering - 
or so. it seemed -- up to the very sky; T felt something hard 
under my hand and realised that it was the spade with which I 
had been working on the flower bed. Tith the madness born 
of utter.despair, my hand closed over it, and as I felt some
thing grip my shoulder, I hurled the knife-edged tool as hard 
as I could towards the apparition. The grip relaxed, and a 
few minutes later I was p.uring myself a drink in the safety 
of the house.

Next morning — ihat is, today — I went out after 
breakfast to see whether id had a nightmare, or whether the 
whole thing had really happened; there was no sign of the 
horror of the previous night, only a spade on the lawn, and a 
gash higl/ip on the tree t 'unk on the side away from the house.
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> the children are play- 
3 ground, and the sun is 
think I’d better call 

Line. And you can never be

_________ HAROLD G0TTLIFF3
R 3 V I 3 7

EDITORIAL NOTE .— There has bee., much misunderstanding about the 
Composite Criticism scheme outlined in our last issue, so we think 
it v/ise to begin with the AUGUST issue of AS-F (2 months before the 
new Smith serial begins). Criticisms should be in by the loth of 
the month, which leaves plenty of time for reading. Remember, 
Smith takes the first story in the magazine, and the rest follow on 
Meanwhile, here is a Smith review of the JUNS Astounding.

Ratings:- Very good, good, fairly good, very fair, fair, readable.

HERMIT OF MARS by Clifford D. Simak.
_ Competently written, with a certain reality in the picture 

of Martian surroundings and a neatly finished plot. There is more 
than an element of weird in the plot and the laconic style is un
fortunately hardly suitable. FAIRLY GOOD 

7HENTII3 FUTURE DIPS by Na than 3chachner.
. Although written as far as possible entirely in cliches 

the idea is novel and interesting. FAIR

TH3 MORONS by Hari Vincent.
Another idea that catches the imagination, and the style 

possesses a certain crude vitality. A re-reading of "Three Thousand 
fears, will demonstrate the flaws in the idea of making advanced 
products with crude tools. ” close my eyes to the logical side of 
the plot in rating this................................................................ FAIRLY GOOD.

PRESSURE by Ross Rocklynne.
This is a remarkably good example of short story writing, 

and demonstrates an interestin' idea. GOOD.

DONE IN OIL by Arthru j. Burks.
The worst yet of the McNab, abominations, notable for a 

complete lack of credibility iu the chief characters. POOR.

ONE AGAINST THE LEGION .by Jack 7illiamson.
On this last iristaimerit vested the fate of the whole, 

for the preceding instalments were undoubtedly rather shaky. It 
succeeds in gathering up the threads of the plot neatly, and in 
spite of the usual rather toy-shop atmosphere the whole is...................

DESIGN FOR LIFE by L. Sprague de Camp.
Whether the facts were new 

is a very interesting piece of reasoning.

FAIRLY GOOD.

to one or not the article 
GOOD.
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THE TWENTIETH-CENTURY FABLES by John F. Burke

1, THE AUTHOR AND THE IDEA

Not a thought had he got - not a single idea. 
And he felt so confoundedly worried;

He must soon write a sto: y, or out on his ear
In the gutter he knew he’d be hurried.

He sat in his study one cold wintry night, 
Trying madly to think of a plot.

He sat in the dark, then he turnel on the light;
Did he get an idea? He did not.

The editor was waiting for something to come. 
The author began sweating blood;

There must be some plots left - he knew there were some 
Not used yet - and find one he would.’

‘'If Binder can do it, then I can.'" he said, 
"You'll see me a big millionaire,

Writing tripe by the yard till the day I am dead” - 
’Twas then that he read Thornton Ayre.

Tt was 'Webwork’ he'd heard of - a strange sort of yarn; 
Thornton Ayre had shown how it was done: ■

Take an old hackneyed plot with a smell like a barn. 
Then transfer to f planet or sun.

A couple of monsterj - a strange asteroid;
A mad scientist’s beautiful daughter;

'Trite technical things about "cold, blasted’ void", 
And you'll earn a lot more than you oughter.

So our author gave vent to a deuce of a shout, 
And having smoked several cigars.

Took about half-an-bo ir to write the thing out. 
And gave us "The Prisoner of Mars".

The moral of this story is surely quite plain - 
If you're hoping to make a big name,

Why chase new ideas - don’t har -.ss your brain;
Use the old ones - it's all in the game.’

RE TIBI
PANDORA’S ICE-BOX by ...

An interesting account of low temperature work

continued.

. . . GOOD

COVER — at last a cover one is not ashamed to be seen with. • GOOD

INTERIOR ILLUSTRATIONS — 
ate.....................................

Wesso seems to know best what to illustr- 
..............................................................  . FAIR
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t-( 0 C 3 A N A )-)

They say that the Sea has many emotions, that at times 
it is peaceful and at others angry and furious, and that it has 
all the subtle nuances of emotion in between. So say eailomei 
who have lived many years in dependence on its whims and who thin] 
they have come to know this' vast, uneasy creature that sprawls 
round our planet. - Yet they are wrong as anyone nay hear who cares 
to sit on the seashore and listen to the chattering of the ripples 
among the rocks, the slow tumultuous words spoken along sandy bea
ches and the deep, crashing consonants of the storm-waves against 
the cliffs. Through all that endless monologue and all those 
manifold tones runs the same keynote, laughter. Chuckles from the 
ebb and guffaws from the breaking swell on the shingle. The Sea 
is laughing still at the joke that began fifteen hundred million 
years ago in the steamy surge of its archezoic bosom, that burl
esque we call life. And it is laughing most of all at that parti
cular form of life we call Man.

It happened one night that my mind shook off the shack
les of flesh and wandered free across the planet. It came to rest 
on a steam-ship ploughing steadily tliough the water under a tropi
cal sun and for a time I stood beside the captain on his bridge. 
He turned suddenly and passed unhurriedly down the stairs, and the 
helmsman followed him. I knew at once where they were going and I 
followed too. All around the entire crew were hurrying to the 
side of the ship, the same thought in all minds. Over the side 
they went, and I, pausing as I remembered the absence of my mater
ial body, saw their bodies break the surface of the calm ocean and 
continue falling with undiminished velocity . into the dim depths 
below. Then suddenly I was awake and trembling in my bed thousands 
of miles away.

For I knew now what had happened to the "Mary Celeste" 
and to other ships whose crews had mysteriously vanished. The Sea 
had called them and they had answered its call, eagerly entering 
its crushing embrace. Down they had been dragged to the gloomy 
depths and, by the terror that gripped me as I found myself saved, 
I knew that the pressure of the enormous soul of the Sea crushed 
the frail human spirits as surely as their bodies were pulped by 
the enormous pressure of the sea-bottom to which they fell so 
swiftly and so unnaturally.

So I know why the 3ea is always laughing and laughing at 
the ignorant pride of Man. . Mother of all life on the planet, a 
vastly huge and vastly ancient joker by whose sufferance we live, 
and who awaits the day when Man shall proudly claim the mastery of 
the Universe. On that day will the Sea make the second great joke 
and all living things, all men, shall come hurrying to cast then- 
selves into the ocean and have life crushed out of body and soul 
alike in the remorseless depths. Then will the Sea lie peacefully, 
smiling and chuckling to itself in the silence of a dead world, 
until the conquering cold immobilises it at the end of Time.

BY
O+o+o+o+O

D R SMITH
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On that page was a spell of destruction that seemed worth 
trying.

•’.Raise the left foot in the air” directed the book. I got 
up, folding the massive tome in one hand, and balancing on one 
foot near the fireplace, read on. I described a mystic circle 
in the air, muttering an ancient curse (a pretty strong one, 
believe me) at the same time. "Raise the right foot in the 
air" said the book, "And destruction will be achieved".

It was.
I fell on the fire-irons, tearing my shirt, knocked the 

clock off the mantelpiece as I went, and dropped the unhallowed 
book in the fire, where." it commenced to burn.

Extricating one hand from under the fender, I retrieved 
the book, and extinguished the flames by jumping on the thing - 
this also relieved my feelings.

Opening the book again in my feverish search for dread 
knowledge, I came across a spell for raising the devil. It was 
a bit easier than usual — just a little human blood, a human 
ear, and a picture of Harry Roy. I went out and killed the 
maid, and got a picture of Harry Roy from the "Daily Depress".

Then, making a deep bow and muttering the invocation, I 
said: "Now, you devil, appear".

At this moment there was a knock on the door. It v/as only 
the man who calls for the empties, but how was I to know that? 
With a wild shriek, as the full import of my folly dawned on 
me, I fell dead to the floor.

Did you get that? Go back and read it again. Don’t you 
realise what it means — v/hat it implies? it means that the 
fellow who’s writing this is. dead.........

You’i’e not horrified in the least?
Maybe I’m not such a good ’writer as Lovecraft, after all.

FA NOPOLIS III 

"Digression in A Flat"

The patriarch took hold of the Neophyte’s arm and led 
the way through the assembly-room to a door on the other side. As 
he opened it he turned, smiling, and said,

"You, I understand, are Ishmael Neophyte. Allow me to 
introduce myself - I am Hugo Gernsback, generally and irreverently 
known as Uncle Hugo. For my sins I have the task of conducting 
newcomers around Fanopolis. You see, I founded Fanopolis."

"A remarkable achievement.’" said the Neophyte warmly, "I 
congratulate you."

There was a far-away, reminiscent look on Uncle Hugo’s 
face. "Yes," he said softly, "we pioneers made a good job of the 
foundations. It is up to the younger ones to top the towers."

They were silent a moment, gazing out across the tracery 
of bridge and building; then Gernsback spoke again.

"Have you decided 'whether you will live alone, or at the 
Flat?" be enquired.
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“Flat?” The Neophyte was puzzled.
"Didn’t Mepho tell you? ’Veil, it’s like this - Bill 

Pimple, 3go Narke and Boris Pantson thought it would be a good 
idea to live together and so inaugurated the state of Flatness.^ 
As newcomers came in they, too, decided to live in the Flat, whose 
size was conveniently increased by the obvious expedient of build
ing more rooms onto it. Within a year there were twenty Fans in

And that wasn’t all. Then the state of Flatness first 
began, others also thought it a good idea but for various reasons 
refused to live in the original Flat. Daw started a Flat - which 
meant that Tykora had to start one too, until now Flat-dwelling in
dicates your adherence to one or the other of the Fan-creeds i 
very few Fans live alone. Still, until you can sum up the various 
creeds it might be a good plan for you to have a Flat of your own, 
Later you can join up with whatever group you find you like best."

"Yes.murmured the Neophyte. "I should like to find my 
feet before I commit myself. You must know that all this is very 
bewildering to me — I had heard dim reports of Fanopolis in the 
outer world but never imagined it was so ... so - well, "terrific" 
has lost all value as an adjective but it describes my reaction 
excellently.”

"I know.’ I know.’ The tremendous steps fandom has taken 
sometimes causes even me to catch my breath. But you mustn’t 
waste your time listening to the rambling of an old man; besides, 
Ped will have told the others at the Flat of your arrival and they 
will want to meet you. Shall I call a car?"

"If it isn’t very far, I think I’d like to walk."
"I’m glad to hear that", approved Uncle Hugo, "I dis

trust the way the younger generation is coming to depend so much 
on the cars - the Brain knows what it’s doing when it causes these 
frequent break-downs. It is a great relief to know that the Brain 
is always there, so wise and considerate."

They set off at a brisk pace through the clean, wide 
streets of the city and within half an hour were at a junction of 
two avenues quaintly named "Lovecraft Lane" and "Schachner Street

"Rather a mesalliance, is it not?" smiled the Neophyte, 
as they turned into a door in the corner building.

"Yes, indeed..’ There was a great commotion when it was 
first named. Beck, Barlow and the rest of the Lovecraft gang sat 
on their hind legs and howled about it being an insult to the mem
ory of a genius, and, of course, Barke, Fantaspoet and Macinpain 
siezed it as a glorious opportunity to kick up a fuss. But really 
the highbrows are very much in the minority in Fanopolis, and when 
the provincials threw in their votes for Schachner the decision 
was obvious."

"P - provincials?" panted the Neophyte, toiling up an 
unending flight of stairs (having stoutly refused the elevator).

"Didn’t you know? By far the majority of fans are not 
permanent residents in Fanopolis but only visit. There is little 
intercourse between them and us and there have been movements to 
exclude them from the city altogether. I don’t think they will 
ever come to anything, though. The magazines are all commercial.
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(except fan magazines, of course) and so they are all for the pro
vincials. 11

They had finally reached the top of the stairs and for 
some time had been conscious of the strains of music. As they 
topped the last step this broke out with redoubled vigour and, in 
quick succession, two other melodics made themselves heard.

"By Payment on Publication”, cursed /lugo, “if we haven’t 
arrived on a Music Night. '.That lousy luck.’1’

”’Vhy? I rather like music, if it isn’t too high-brow. ”
"7ait till you’ve suffered as many Music Nights as I 

have.’ Sgo, Boris and Bill started it all by having the first Mu
sic Night — they listen avidly to such stuff as that 'b:.~o.r.n 
guy’s “Steel Foundry’’. Well, Barke and Macinpain had by this 
time taken up residence across the way, and, resentful as usual, 
decided to hold a Music Night of theii* own, in which they let fly 
'With people like Venuti, and a person extraordinarily called ”Pee- 
7ee Pussell’’. D.Jh Black and Fautaspoet were considerably annoyed 
by such specialisation and formed a third Music. Night to enjoy 
everything from Beethoven to Bing Crosby. Unfortunately they all 
chose the same night and, being fannishly stubborn, have refused 
to change at all. When a Music Night occurs all the other Flat- 
dwellers shut themselves up in soundless rooms. As the rooms are 
far from completely soundless they occasionally venture out tc 
hurl curses at the music-lovers but the din soon drives- them back."

"Dare we beard the lions?”
"Yes. Your arrival will be doubly welcome to the miser- 

able non-musicians since it will mean the abandonment of the Music 
Night. Come on."

Resolutely they opened the door and, flinching a little 
before the caterwauling that assailed them made their apoearance 
known by a loud “OiJ" Vulgar it may have been but it was*effect
ive. In the large assembly room Barke and Macinpain were listen
ing to a gramophone emitting unrecognisable crashes and boop--a- 
dooping; Black and Fantaspoet were defiantly reading Astound!ngs 
to the tune of "Bolero" and away in the distance a small mrouo 
were swaying in almost mystic ecstasy to Poldeggar’s 37 th s^nanhonv 
in opus 158. The two former machines shut offset once, while* from 
behind innumerable side-doors rose huge sirfes of relief but ei
ther through distance or absorption, Poldeggar’s 3?th continued."

Simultaneously Black and his companion threw their Ast— 
oundings at the gramophone, and, as the record jarred to a halt 
got up to greet the two arrivals. "VandalsJ" howled “br'dro- 
cephalic PhilistinesThen he, too, noticed the newcomers aed 
dropped the Astounding he was preparing to i’eturn violent to its 
original possessor. As if hy^agic doers opened on all"sides a rd 
the Neophyte had his first experience of i5' the buj BY  ‘ -----

MIDSUMMER II A DNSS -3

Reaction to the 3rd issue of “Fantact" has destroyed one 
of our most cherished beliefs - that Editorials are seldom read, 
and even less frequently enjoyed• Then, last "we cut our
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a contemptuous 3 from that knowable editor, John F. Burke. About 
’’Fantast’s Folly'*, of course, there can be no doubt. Only Hanson 
and Robb ventured to give as low a mark as 7, and most were gener
ous with 10s. Again I wish to thank the eleven critics, hope

The conscription war still rages, it seems. Pursuant to our policy 
of printing hostile views in ""Fantast", here follow, comments from
Mr. Kay:

^King’s criticisms: From the way you arranged the contents 
page they all looked at "Diatribe from King’s", Opinion can be di
vided into two classes, as expressed by Messrs Rapi.net and Grimbly 
both referring to yourself as shown by your editorial note: Rapin- 
et: ’’Those people aren’t worth bothering with, take it away." 
Grimbly: "That kind of person ought to be taken out and put up ag
ainst a wall and shot." ("Hear hear" from everyone around, includ
ing Mr. Rapinet.) /And, we are led to presume, Mr. Kay7+++Now, Mr. 
Youd, while I feel there is much sense in‘"Mr. Spinet’s advice, I 
will trouble with you for a little while. Firstly, what conceit 
led you to publish the paragraph with which I dismiss your effort 
and leave out the parts of ttie letter of interest to other people? 
/^e have answered Mr. Kay personally on all points, but wish also 
to justify ourselves to our readers, tor rfaorfor this actionwM 
because Mr. Kay's remarks on consortattou acgpj-j echoed the artto 
cle *’0n Conscription", while his condemnation of "Dreamer 4" was a 
definite, and valuable, criticism of tb~e~magazine.7 7hile~am 
prepared to defend my opinions with anything from a pen to a Bren 
gun I am not going to do so in the Fantast if you suppress half my 
remarks.+++At the Convention I gave you no reason to say that I 
consider Fearn a better stylist than Taine. For one thing we never 
mentioned style, and for another we never mentioned Taine. (That 
is one sentence you will not publish). As a matter o^ fact I have 
only read ’Twelve Eighty Seven’ and ’Tomorrow’ by Taine, so I am 
not in a position to judge. /’ill J.f.Burke or B»0.Willjams please 
confirm that Mr. Kay called Fearn a good author and Taine on the 
stories of his he had read, a poor"on'e? 7e admit Mr. Kay generous^ 
17 offered to suspend judgement on the latter until"he Had read

by him7/+++As the forgoing T^ic/may have informed you, I 
don’t care a damn who you are, editor or hot, if you ask for it 
you are going to get it, and you have two remedies: 1.don’t ask 
for it, 3. refuse to have anything more to do with me.+++By the 
way, I suggest that you read your letters more carefully. I dis
tinctly stated that the article was by myself, but it expressed 
the opinion of King’s, noticably /?/ of Mr. Grimbly, your"anony
mous student. /Quote original letter: "Students, particularly Med
ical otuaents, are accustomed to looking life in the face. They 
deal in facts, not pious hopes...So you see, we dislike fools like 
your correspondents. One friend of mine ’wrote a letter which T

Rapi.net
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have not dared to forward in the original.+++0n second thoughts I
will write that on a second sheet, and you can use it as an arti
cle if you feel like it^7+++The person with a ’penchant for Kip
ling’ then, is myself.+++7ith regard to your editorial note: -You 
do not seem to realise that it is the pacifist, the non-resistance 
person who causes war. Your militarist is the Vorld Stater not'.xhe 
pacifist. The world state will come, most certainly, but due tc 
one fact only — you and your like will not get charge of the gov
ernment. /May we respectfully point out that militarism has been 
the order of the day since Egypt. Vhere, oh where, is the 7orld 
State?/ It will come when the world is dominated by a few nations, 
perhaps three or four, and some of those decide that a union would 
be to their advantage. If they have such power that the others 
cannot defeat them, then the Vorld State will come. Probably peac- 
ably. But it will mean several wars first, /Ghu, Foo, or Asmodeus 
have pity on usCan you understand vt?7+++I am glad to note Phot 
you admit you do not write poetry, perhaps you will next be honest 
enough to admit that you are not a .judge of it? /ft is a proud, man 
who claims to write poetry — but a poetaster generally appreci- 
ategThis superiors more than — say — a-'-Medical Student would/ I 
recommend you to the quinEeHsence"'of poetry - The Dying Patriot by 
James Elroy Flecker, /we humbly disagree/ Perhaps you can pretend 
that that is pacifistic. How about the famous extract from Locke- 
sley Hall, is that pacifistic? /^uote: ’’Till the war-drum throbs 
no longer and the battle flags are “furled,In the Parliament of man 
the Federation of the world.” - decide for, y o ur s elf7»+++Pe rh aps, 
though, you don’t know the poems, or To you consider that Flecker 
and Tennyson are more suitable to the intelligentsia of the Daily 
Mirror than your august Fantast? /” August” is the word for F a y; 
— but this is the July issue. All right, skip it.*7+++Might I call 
your attention to another little bit of Latin: veritas odium parit 
/for the benefit of non-classicists - ’’truth breeds hate” - so 
do lies7+++P.S. Please resist the"temptation to say that I asked 
you to publish a three page letter, because I do not, all I want 
is this page, and an explanation about Taine published. P.P.8. I 
finished the foregoing, signed it, went down to tea, and found 
your letter on the table. Now, when I stated my opinions as above, 
I had formed rather a poor opinion of you.The courtesy of the let
ter, however, has 
tain the views, I 
H. Kay

rather softened my opinion, so that, while I re
retract the insults.” /fethankyou/

331 Brownhill" Road, Catford, S. E. 6.

Without preamble, the opinions of the editor of what was one cf 
the "first and best amateur fantasy publications — Maurice K. Han-

'■'The cover is poor. I would like to see covers like Eric Vil- 
Hams* ’’The Last Militarist — Thank God,’” one for H.T. , and ones 
no less inferior. /So would we!?+++''The Introvert” was based on u 
very nice idea, original so far as I know, but it wouldn’t be sur
prising to learn that Veils used it in one of his short: stori os» 
It also has a marked similarity to part of the Swiss film ”Die Ew- 
ige Maske” (’’The Eternal Mask”) in which one sees a character wan
dering through the tortuous tunnels of his own subconscious mind .
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And, of course, Arthur C. Clarke, E.G.O. , K.D. (not Doctor of Tied— 
icineTT:

"I had intended to write to you before long commenting on 
"Fantast" and as I see Maurice is doing the same the chance' of sa
ving a stamp is too good to miss. Though I suppose M. will use my 
stamps anyway......... +++I passed a very interesting half hour reading 
your latest, which is every bit as good as the ones before. Start
ing at the front and working through the issue (I always like to 
be original) here’s my rating. Cover - idea and execution poor, 
not as good as the last.++4-The Introvert. Quite good, though the 
purple passages in it seemed rather overdone - more like a takeoff 
if you get me. It was quite gripping in the middle, and I enjoyed 
reading it. +++Man and Machine. Old ideas, one or two good bits but 
on the whole not too well written. Could have done it a lot better 
myself. But that, of course, applies to most th ings.+++Factpry, 
1999. Same comments. The ending was good, but the whole idea might 
have been much better -worked out. The main objection I have is 
that the author showed no imagination in his description — at the 
end of all those passages purporting to conjure up some tit nic 
factory half a century hence all I had was the picture of some ob
scure corner of the local Ford factory. It was in fact absolutely 
commonplace and might apply to any reasonably large works. 7hich+ 
is very much ff an anti-climax.+++Fanopolis. I enjoyed Fantacynicb 
posthumous work, particularly the bit about the Brain. Very amus
ing. Conscription. Veil.’ First of all, I dbiWlike^the writing, 
which is untidy and poar, Secondly, I object to this "diyinc right 
of the.Angle-Saxon Nations" which the whole thing exudes. Con
scription is a sacrifice.,, is it? But a sacrifice by whom? Precise
ly that portion of the country which is in no way responsible frr 
the present state of affairs.So much.for democracy’Again, I do de- 
testthis Kiplingesque attitude, of. England, right or wrong. i'm 
not in the slightest bit interested' in England except insofar as 
it supports the ideals which seem/ to me to be good. Which, to a 
large extent, it’, happens, to do, Vtfether it will always do so .

'another matter. If it didn’t I should fight it just as willingly - 
or unwillingly - as any other country. And above all, I hate the 
use of emotional labels, and anyone I find using the word "Hun" I 
shall tear into .'small pieces. Not being a "Medical Student", nor 
yet a weakling, my victim would not find that a particularly com
fortable experience, since, like torso murderers new to the job, I 
should be sure to miss the joints.+++As England's foremost SF au
thor once remarked to me (in the Royal Enclosure at the end of 
last season) -"Kipling is a great crower — on his own dung-heap". 
Your quotation from "Hellas" was. the- best of all possible answers-■ 
to his jingles.+++Smith’s article was of course one of the best:in... 
the issue, though the sarcasm was a little heavy. But the subject 
needed it, and the quiet, devastating dignity of the last sentence- 
-was priceless. +++Brief delayhere: Maurice has just turned me out 
and I have to continue typing upstairs. Never met such a dormouse 
as Maurice; gets to bed at midnight or earlier every night. /Re
action to Novae Terrae — we knowI/+++The letters were very inter
esting and your interjections as amusing as ever. Incidentally, 
who's the guy who objected to Ted reprinting bits of Eric Hopkin's 
personal letter? Eh? /James a bushel, wherewith to hide our light./
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I suppose in future when we write to you we must indicate the bi- 
not to be published under any circumstances.,” /Some do’7

33 Grays inn aoa7 jSiton, toe. :



quite obvious to the dumbest - which means that I guessed righ 
W&Y who it was. The title, the writing, and the pseudonym-.,- 7. 
X tackled the gent on Saturday he said "blast—I wanted to ask 
What you thought of it first. '*+++31111 th’s letter is good but I 
annoyed about that crack at me - not so much by the crack as 
fact that, sitting in the shade of a.c.you know...I was feel in 
peace with the world, and unable to conjure up one of those s 
tillating shafts of rude wit that have made me so infamous in 
ghton Street and that little hamlet called London. After thinking 
hard for some thirty seconds, 1 can think of nothing.I must just 
say that I hope his false teeth fall out when he’s rolling the 
words round his mouth, and bite him in the knee. /Se would prqbab- 
ly ZiU’S HPnt have a wooden leg, anyway?+++Ithankyeow"4e7 You~can 
call at 57 Beauclair any time, and my Zombie will show you a moul
dering pile in the corner some two or three feet high, with pretty 
little rejection slips ranging from ASTOUNDING to ROMAN'S 07N and 
back again via the STRAND and PNG'S PAPER." Yaps Yqud: "Composite 
Criticism is off, since apparently very few people both buy and 
read Astounding. Reviews of magazines thl comec 7111'the .727 
Mr, Chapman please consider passing oh the Kerry-Go-Round given uo 
him six months ago, or shall we get our M.S. to practise butchery 
on him?7hat editor of what magazine is criticising stories without 
reading them? (No prizes for answer). Next issue will be a fort
night late, due to holidays. "Fandom Debunked" rejected after 
stencilling. Those wanting copies of this pernicious pamphlet will 
write to me - but, 1 warn you, it’s poison* Finally - "High Lights 
in Local Government" - ’Plese excuse Johnny going to the Clmni^o 
he is suf erring from chicken-porks’, 8tult.it fa in PARVO

KJfLe Komments from Shetland’s King of Kreeps - James Rathbone, cd- 
7? r. of ^Macabre" to be - 1st week in August, we hear.

‘■I've told Osmond my idea of the cover, so I can’t say other 
than I thought this cover is not so good as the last. Notice th^ : 
now floating about in the right-hand bottom corner? /Strayed from 
^AtlantisV 7onder_how my name got there? /Ask of th© T^rTeffTn 

?.^dejy +++l'd an awful job trying to find'the editor
ial thas wasn’t. Bravo, Hr. Youd, give it ’em straight.’ And -what 
about making a forecast of coming issues a regular feature? Mean- 
tersay, picture the delight of the readers on finding I have ano
ther tide being published*(Did I hear anything like'a particular 
type of fruit from the editoriaj/feanctum! ?) /Remember pur" dignity’/ 
"The Introvert". My impressions were rather mixed. ” I "think gcou. 
3 at I don’t like the ending. Indefinite.+++"Factory in 1999 r was 
good descriptive work but perhaps a trifle over-descriptive. Might 
have been a bit shorter, I think. But then, I often think wrong. 
"Fanopolis" - "Fantacynic" - here’s my hand.’ It was good J lots 
better than that first bit. More.’ Let's all go bats;+++"On Con
scription". Mmm, Cnee upon a time there were Seven Dwarfs, and 
when they came home one evening they found a monster in their beds. 
So they sent a harmless idiot of their company up to get rid of it 
saying: "Go on, Dopey, we’re right behind yer, ain’t we boys?" Or 
am I wrong? D. R. Smith’s article: I’m about to commit heresy. I 
didn’t think much of it.- My impression was that D.R.S. wrote that

(See Contents‘
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